HepcoMotion to showcase its industry leading
range of linear motion technology at the
Advanced Engineering Show
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Linear motion expert HepcoMotion will be making its debut appearance at the Advanced Engineering
Show in Birmingham on the 1st – 2nd November. With over forty-two major product lines with
thousands of individual components in various sizes, Hepco has a wide range of products to meet
practically any requirement.
Key products on the stand include Hepco’s core V guide linear system: GV3. GV3 is designed to
serve a diverse range of automation and linear applications and is widely used in the packing industry
for applications such as a telescopic pick and place gantry, transport system or multi-lane row divider
to name but a few. Highly accurate, GV3 is particularly suitable for high precision applications, or any
application where accuracy is paramount. One of the quietest linear systems on the market, GV3
offers high speeds of up to eight meters per second.
Hepco will also be showcasing the DTS2 driven track system – an ideal choice for any application
that requires high positional accuracy and a demanding duty cycle. Widely used to facilitate high
speed automation of assembly processes, the DTS2 is popular in a number of industries including the
packaging, automotive and electronic industries to name but a few.
Further products include the SBD Sealed Belt Driven actuator which provides a higher level of
performance in terms of load capacity and life than other comparable sized linear actuators. A
stainless steel band covers the linear guide and belt, which prevents dirt ingress, making the SBD
ideally suited to harsh environments or industries where there are high levels of debris.
Hepco is well known for its V guide technology – a unique wiping action that expels debris from the
rail, keeping machines running and reliable. Hepco has been leading the development of V Guide
technology since 1969 and continues to develop innovative linear products that offer new solutions to
design engineers.
With Hepco’s experienced team on hand to discuss applications and product offerings, Hepco looks
forward to meeting visitors in hall 3, stand J54.
For further information please visit www.hepcomotion.com
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